
The typology of wh-interrogatives in Tigrinya

Ethio-Semitic languages are generally characterized as being wh-in-situ languages (Girma 2003).
We discuss the nature of content questions in Tigrinya (Semitic; Ethiopia & Eritrea; SOV), where
wh-questions permit a relatively “free” word order.

Goals. We argue that this apparent freedom is explained by recognizing three distinct strategies
of wh-interrogatives, each with varying syntactic and semantic properties: (i) wh-in-situ, (ii) wh-
fronting + V-to-C movement, and (iii) wh-fronting (without V-to-C).

Evidence.Wh-in-situ constructions involve wh-phrases surfacing in their argument/adjunct
position in an altogether SOV sentence. Like in some other typical wh-in-situ languages (e.g.
Mandarin Chinese; Huang 1982, 1995), they allow wide scope reading in embedded contexts,
both pair-list and single-pair readings, and they display WCO and island effects (with argument-
adjunct asymmetries).

The wh-movement strategy involves movement of the finite verb along with fronting
of the wh-phrase. Consistent with other standard wh-movement languages (e.g., English), it
exhibits core properties of wh-movement: it allows long-distance movement, it disallows pair-
list readings, and displays reconstruction effects, WCO effects, and strong island effects.

The third strategy only involves a fronted wh-phrase in clause-initial position with no
adjacency with the verb, which remains in a lower position. Some syntactic and semantic
properties give rise to meaningful differences compared to the other strategies. For example,
this strategy does not display island effects (1), even though it allows reconstruction (2); it also
suppresses pair-list reading (4) compared to the wh-in-situ strategy (3).

(1) n1m@n
who(m)

selam
Selam

[yared
Yared

s1l@z1-r@x@b-@]
since-find.pf-3fsg.S

t@èagwis-a?
be.happy.pf-3fsg.S

‘Who did Selam get excited because Yared met?’

(2) [Pay@nay
which

n@nayè1dè1dom
each-other

s1Plitat]
pictures

selam-n
Selam-&

yared-n
Yared-&

y1-f@tw-u?
3-like.pf-3pl.S

‘Which pictures of each other do Selam and Yared like?’

(3) a. Q: kullu-w@ddi
all-boy

m1s-m@n
with-who

k1s’aw@t
playing

d@ly-u?
want.pf-3msg.S

‘Who did every boy want to play with?’

b. A1: With Selam.

c. A2: Yared with Selam, John with Saba, and Haben with Sarah.

(4) a. Q: m1s-m@n
with-who

(d@ly-u)
want.pf-3msg.S

kullu-w@ddi
all-boy

k1s’aw@t
playing

d@ly-u?

‘With whom did every boy want to play?’

b. A1: With Selam.

c. A2: #Yared with Selam, John with Saba, and Haben with Sarah.

We demonstrate that, concerning the third strategy, analyses in terms of (pseudo-)clefting or top-
icalization, which have been argued to circumvent island violations in certain cases (cf. Huang,
Li & Li 2009 on Chinese topics; Hiraiwa & Ishihara 2002 on Japanese pseudo-clefts), are unten-
able, because this construction does not display the expected semantic effects.
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